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WHY of Fake News
UNDERSTANDING Fact vs Opinion








It is NOT news you don’t 
like just because you 
disagree with it.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

I have shared a 
fake news story 
unintentionally
Please answer either 
TRUE or FAKE
Poll Question




Took a quick Google search to find 




Create sales or ad revenue 
(“click bait”)
Push propaganda; a certain 
political point of view
At its worst, meant to discredit 
or cause harm






THOUGHTS ON A 
TOPIC WHICH MAY 
BE BASED ON 
FACTS OR 
EMOTIONS







I have been upset 
by a news story 
before I found 
out it was FAKE
Please answer either 
TRUE or FAKE
Poll Question
Why do we fall for FAKE NEWS?
It creates an emotional response
Plays into our personal beliefs and biases
Confirmation bias 









NEWS ON SOCIAL 
MEDIA
 According to a study 
conducted by the Pew 
Research Center, 53%  of 
Americans get their news 
on social media
 Pew Research Center. (2021, 
Jan. 21). News use across social 












Questions to ask 












 A very popular type of Fake News.  Many 
celebrities have died multiple times on social 
media but are still alive and kicking.  












There are several sites 
to create your own 
fake news stories.
I think Fake 
News has eroded 
trust in the news 
in general
Please answer either 
TRUE or FAKE
Poll Question










IF YOU AREN’T SURE 
IF IT’S TRUE, DON’T 
PASS IT ON!
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